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 The SA listed real estate sector is increasingly becoming globalised 
as local property companies invest in direct property o� shore 
and international property companies opt for dual listings on the 

Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE). For SA investors looking for 
exposure to property outside of the country, the JSE is a good place to start. 
Of the 20 companies included in the SAPY (South African Property Index), 
18 o� er some exposure to o� shore property markets, with four being 
foreign companies inwardly listed. In the broader property sector, outside 
of the SAPY index, there are 16 inwardly listed foreign property companies. 
Investing locally into global property companies o� ers a cheaper and more 
liquid means of gaining international property exposure compared to 
investing o� shore into physical property, and - importantly - SA investors 
do not need to tap into their o� shore allowances.

During 2016 and 2017, income-yielding SA stocks were the top 
performers within the property sector as local bond yields strengthened 
and capital � owed into emerging markets. Conversely, low-yielding 
o� shore stocks posted a poor performance over this period as the stronger 
rand wiped out growth in distributions in local currency and impacted 
valuations in rand terms. However, this reversed somewhat following 
the latest cabinet reshu�  e and the downgrading of SA’s sovereign debt, 
resulting in the rand depreciating, and expectations of muted in� ation and 
lower interest rates being reviewed.

� e SAPY returned 1.9% year-to-date up to 30 April 2017 (down from a 
year-to-date return of 4.2% as at 24 March before the cabinet reshu�  e) as 
local and global concerns caused increased volatility. Currently the SAPY is 
trading at a forward distribution yield of 7.0%, and we expect to see 8%-9% 
growth in distributions over the next 12 months.

Internationally, UK-focused real estate funds performed particularly 
poorly towards the end of last year in the wake of Brexit, but London capital 

values appear to have held up so far this year following several transactions 
of trophy assets, such as the Cheesegrater building. Capitalisation rates 
continue to remain low as the weaker Sterling supports increased demand 
for UK property from overseas buyers. Despite this, transaction volumes 
have remained low due to the current economic uncertainty.

Emerging economies within the EU, such as Poland and Romania, 
are poised to bene� t from the post-Brexit fallout. � ese economies are 
largely driven by EU funding, the growth in Business Process Outsourcing 
operations, the proximity to Germany and a cheaper, well educated 
workforce. Nepi, Rockcastle, Echo Polska, GTC, MAS, Growthpoint and 
Rede� ne are among the SA-listed stocks operating in the Central Eastern 
European market. A key bene� t of investing in these JSE-listed property 
companies is the geographic and multi-currency diversi� cation that they 
bring to investors’ portfolios. 

Given the current weak economic environment and the heightened 
uncertainty globally, we believe in investing in listed property companies 
with strong cash � ows. Distribution income increases annually and provides 
investors with an attractive in� ation-beating and growing income stream, as 
well as a partial rand hedge due to the foreign earnings component. 

We, at Metope, focus on investing in listed property companies that will 
deliver superior growth in income within this uncertain environment. Any 
depreciation in the rand will bolster dividends from foreign investments 
but the underlying income generation fundamentals must be supported 
even in periods of currency stability. We believe that in the short term, total 
return performance will be driven by the quality of the assets acquired into 
the portfolio and the economic growth in the markets in which companies 
operate. In the long term, such outperformance will be determined by 
the investment strategies adopted by the most competent of companies’ 
management teams. 
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